Volume 15, #1 – October 5, 1990
Article by Catherine Brown on getting help for battered women
Article by Tim Post describing controversy over Washoe County School District’s new “Impressions” series
Article by Todd Pryor on automotive technology student Cindy Gurbatow
Reflections by Linda Stillman on returning to school at age 51
Editorials/ Opinions – Invitation to participate in the Echo, cooperative education, future of NASA
Article on TMCC’s chapter of Phi Theta Kappa
Article by Steve Smith on tutoring services available at TMCC (mentions Charlotte Cox)
Article by Linda Stillman on what to do when in a car accident
Article on Elsie Doser’s receiving a Meritorious Award from the U.S. Department of Labor
Article by Steve Smith announcing ASTM’s shopping cart race
Article by Shane Tureson article on protecting civil liberties
Article by Cindy Womack promoting the use of canvas shopping bags
Review by Cindy Womack of movie “Cinema Paradiso”

Volume 15, #2 – November 2, 1990
Article by Susan Nugent on campaigning in rural Nevada
Profile by Catherine Brown on student Kay Adair who is legally blind
Ad paid for by the NFA with candidate recommendations
Opinion piece by Todd Pryor on respecting privacy
Opinion piece by Susan Nugent on being role models in teaching children tolerance
Article by Shane Tureson explaining meaning of questions on the ballot
Article by Catherine Brown on rape (definition, statistics)
Article by Catherine Brown on individual who was raped and impact on her life
Article by Todd Pryor advising of scheduling difficulties of some students taking Citifare
Article by Todd Pryor questioning invasion of Persian Gulf
Article by Steve Smith on the custom of tipping
Article by Catherine Brown about asking for a date

Volume 15, #3 – December 5, 1990
Article by Susan Nugent warning of dangers for pedestrians
Article by Todd Pryor and Catherin Brown on TMCC’s police academy (mentions Dick Brand)
Article by Susan Nugent on TMCC’s offering Weight Watchers meeting (mentions Sue Durst)
Article by Shane Tureson on neglecting to express thanks at Thanksgiving
TMCC Briefs (mentions Cheryl Hinman, Anne Butterfield Kerns)
Opinion piece by Catherine Brown on the value of reading
Letter to the Editor about previous Echo articles on privacy in public restrooms
Article by Catherine Brown questioning environmental issues imposing on individual rights
Article by part-time instructor Arthur Bonnell on his course on understanding stocks and bonds
Profile by Steve Smith of Job Corps students and ASTM Treasurer Rochester Hood
Article by Susan Nugent on TMCC’s switchboard (mentions Jo Conkey, Jackie King, Sandy Viney, Peggy Little, Arvellis Byrd)
Article by Cindy Womack on English 101 instructor Ray Embry
Article by Cindy Womack on new recycling bins offered at Scolari’s
Ad promoting running for ASTM President
Ad for courses Journalism 121B taught by Guy Richardson

**Volume 15, #4 – February 4, 1991**
Article by Shane Tureson discussing costs of the Persian Gulf War
Article by Susan Nugent on what TMCC students think about the Persian Gulf War
Profile by Steve Smith on Alice Maxwell Elementary School’s Principal Bob Huwe
TMCC Briefs (mentions Barbara Barber, Debbie Kennedy, Charlotte Cosx)
Opinion piece by Shane Tureson reminding readers to respect armed forces
Opinion piece by Susan Nugent discussing freedom and participating in ASTM government
Letter to the Editor regarding previous Echo article on environmentalists
Ad for Music in the Atrium by SOUNDaffaire

**Volume 15, #5 – February 25, 1991**
Article by Shane Tureson on people’s perception of God with responses from local ministry
Article by Jaye Jenkins about the impact of the Persian Gulf War on kids
Article by Susan Nugent on the Norther Nevada Cultural Awareness Society
Article by Steve Smith outlining ASTM activities
Article by L. Sucasas about upcoming Multicultural Day Celebration
Article requesting donations for student Linda Eager’s son to get a heart transplant
Article by Steve Smith regarding applying for student scholarships
Request by Steve Smith for input on TMCC issues (no smoking in cafeteria annex, parking regulations)
Article by Susan Nugent on the status of the Harrah’s Automobile Collection
Opinion piece by Plain Shane on freedom of expression and burning the flag
Point and Counterpoint by Shane Tureson and Todd Pryor on nuclear waste storage in Nevada
Profile by Steve Smith on TMCC student Seada Takahashi

**Volume 15, #6 – March 11, 1991**
Article by Steve Smith on the revamping (and renaming) of the Dice Art Gallery
   (mentions Jim Claybrook, Kelsie Harder, Nancy Peppin)
Profiles of candidates running for ASTM offices
Article by Shelley Rickard on ASTM activities (shopping cart race, movies, Walk America team, career fair)
Restaurant reviews by Jaye Jenkins (Sapna’s) and Shane Tureson (Desert Moon)
Article by Pennye Nelson encouraging students to vote and be involved in TMCC activities
Article by Shane Tureson praising the quality of TMCC (mentions John Gwaltney)

Volume 15, #7 – April 8, 1991
Article by Judith Simpson on resources for local elementary and high school students
Profiles of two TMCC students (Carol Tweet, Rose Taylor) regarding scholarships
  (mentions John Gwaltney, Eril McNamara, Charlotte Cox)
Article by Susan Nugent about differences in educational perspectives of 17 and 30 year old students (mentions Judith Whiting)
Opinion piece by Shane Tureson describing self in response to questions from reader
Opinion piece by Mathew Black on ASTM elections
Opinion piece by Gia Anglin on ASTM elections
Opinion piece by Shane Tureson on U.S. civil rights laws and overseas citizens
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on lack of service by UNR police
Request by Gia Anglin for student involvement in the Echo
Article by Susan Nugent with advice on applying for summer jobs
Photo – Nevada Bell Physically Inconvenienced Scholarship (L.D. Lovett, Lucia Garcia-Lewis, Bob Chez, Brian Herr, Melissa Smith, Larry Gumabo, Kay Adair)
Article by Steve Smith on PTK (mentions John Gwaltney, Virginia Rivers, Jacqueline Kirkland, Mark Dawson)
Article by Matthew Black on Phase V (mentions Dave Eckes)
Article by Shane Tureson on several people who shaped the 20th century
Article by Anne Hillard on what students should know about financial aid
Article by Gia Anglin on proposed student fee increase
Article by Steve Smith on difficulties of preparing students for the future
List of winners from the 16th Annual Student Art Show
Article by Gia Anglin on AST election results

Volume 15, #8 – April 29, 1991
Article by Shane Tureson on issues facing education in Nevada
Article by Susan Nugent on UNR police meeting where ASUN and Sagebrush were invited to attend but ASTM and Echo were not
Farewell from Roy Potter ASTM President from 1990 to 1991 who is leaving to attend UNR
Article by John Hess challenging remarks made against him in previous Echo
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on challenges caused by the Baby Boomers
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on lack of representation at TMCC from UNR police
Opinion piece by Matthew black on the value of the library in learning more about Reno history
Opinion piece by Gia Anglin on freedom of religious expression
Article by Steve Smith on the Pinon Poetry Festival for elementary students (coordinated by Shaun Griffin)
Article by Gia Anglin asking for involvement of student on various ASTM committees
Article by Gia Anglin on issues facing Nevada Legislature regarding education and budgets
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on apathy in signing of petitions
Opinion piece by Gia Anglin on student apathy
Article by Susan Nugent on protecting sources (mentions Lew Carnahan)
Reflections by Plain Shane on the definition of patriotism and the war
Reflections by Matthew Black on the lack of identity caused by not having a mascot
Review by Matthew Black of movie “Guilty by Suspicion”
Review by Matthew Black of “Penn and Teller Get Killed”
Review by Gia Anglin of “Where the Heart Is”
Review by Gia Anglin of “Nothing But Trouble”

Volume 15, #9 – Summer 1991
Article by Steve Smith on education bills in the legislature (mentions Jacqueline Kirkland and John Gwaltney)
Article on Kelsie Harder’s art show in the TMCC Art Gallery
Article by Susan Nugent on the University of Nevada Police Department
Article by Steve Smith on student Ali Akbari who made a trip to see family in Iran
Editorial by Steve Smith free expression of ideas in the classroom vs political correctness
Editorial by Susan Nugent on sexist advertising related to Secretary’s Week
Letter to the Editor from David Elliott-Manrique denying sexist allegations
Letter to the Editor by Michelle Barber advising people on correct usage of recycling bins
Report by Kay Adams and Shelley Rickard on ASTM’s attendance at the Rocky Mountain Student Association’s Conference
Reflections from Shane Tureson on proposal to change the state flag
Reflections from Shane Tureson on free speech vs political correctness
Article by Gia Anglin on diabetes and the Northern Nevada Diabetes Center
Article seeking students to fill positions on ASTM committees
Article by Larry Gumabo on artist Sydney Embry
Article by Gia Anglin about artist Mike Norton with two of his drawings
Article by John Hess asking why 18 year olds can fight war but not have other rights at home
Review by Matthew Black of Baileywick’s restaurant